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A Brief History of British Public Railway Timetables  
Victor Isaacs, with assistance from Jim Fergusson and Geoff Lambert 

I 
NTRODUCTION  

To understand this subject, a brief 

corporate history of the British 

railway system is unavoidable. 

Commencing in the early nine-

teenth century, public railways were con-

structed in Britain. These all required the 

authority of Acts of Parliament. By the 

early twentieth century, there were about 

120 railway companies in Britain. These 

varied in size, from enormous companies 

covering large parts of the country, such as 

the Great Western Railway and the London 

and North Western Railway, to tiny com-

panies with only a few miles of track. By 

the early twentieth century there was much 

discussion of reform of the railway indus-

try, possibly nationalisation of this industry 

so indispensable to the life of the country. 

The First World War brought enormous 

pressures on the British economy, with 

increased prices for most commodities, 

and, in particular, very greatly increased 

wages. These pressures, of course, impact-

ed upon the railways. It was thought that, 

as a result, some of the weaker companies 

would not be able to continue operating. 

The classic case always quoted is the 

Highland Railway in Scotland, which in 

normal times had sparse traffic, but during 

the War, had to deal with a huge amount of 

traffic. 

Something had to be done. The then gov-

ernment was not prepared to consider na-

tionalisation. Its solution instead, was what 

was called “Grouping” in 1923. That is, 

most of these 120 railway companies were 

now compulsorily grouped into four huge 

companies, bringing together the strong 

companies with the weak companies. 

These 25 years were unhappy ones for the 

railways. Firstly, some of the new grouped 

companies took a while to work together 

cohesively. No sooner was this achieved, 

then Britain suffered great industrial dis-

putes, especially in the coal mining indus-

try, which hitherto had been a mainstay of 

railway freight traffic. This was almost 

immediately followed by the great depres-

sion. The industry was barely over this 

when the Second World War tested the 

resources of the railways as never before. 

Not only did they lose staff to the armed 

forces, they were obliged to carry unprece-

dented amounts of traffic, at the same time 

as maintenance was deferred, and, of 

course, while they were the target of de-

struction by the enemy.  

At the end of the War, a Labour govern-

ment was elected which was committed to 

nationalise the railways. This occurred 

from the start of 1948.  A number of small-

er companies remained independent, even 

after nationalisation in 1948. After 1948 

and for the next few years, the new British 

Railways was organised on a Regional 

basis, with the six Regions having a high 

degree of autonomy. 

Then in the early 1990s, the Conservative 

government headed by John Major (not 
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Mrs. Thatcher’s government, as is some-

times thought), denationalised the rail-

ways. Around the world, in recent decades, 

the railways in a number of countries have 

been de-nationalised and/or broken up. 

There have usually been two ways this has 

been done: 1) Dividing railways on a geo-

graphical basis, sometimes called “vertical 

separation”, or 2) Dividing railways on a 

functional basis, i.e., infrastructure, freight 

operation, passenger operation, etc., some-

times called “horizontal separation”. The 

Major government in Britain did both at 

the same time, resulting in a very compli-

cated structure. 

So, the important dates to keep in mind for 

this article are: 

1) 1 January 1923, when Grouping took 

effect, 

2) 1 January 1948, when nationalisation 

took effect, and 

3) 1994 to 1997, when de-nationalisation 

took effect gradually. 

The Pre-Grouping Era – Pre 1923 

Initially, railway companies were relative-

ly small, both as to their mileage and as to 

their frequency of services. Hence, the first 

public timetables tended to be single sheets 

or posters. These developed into small 

booklets, and then into large books. By the 

early twentieth century, the public timeta-

ble books of the large companies were all 

large productions indeed. They tended to 

be not only generously laid out, but also 

contained a great deal of additional matter. 

This usually extended to such things as 

timetables of connecting companies’ ser-

vices, timetables of connecting ferries, 

timetables of connecting railways on the 

continent of Europe, connecting buses, 

hotels operated by the companies, fares, 

details of freight and parcels rates and 

services, refreshment rooms, and so on. 

To collect and use timetables for all these 

120 railway companies would have been a 

formidable undertaking. Hence, other pub-

lishers produced consolidated timetables. 

The first consolidated timetable was issued 

by Drake in 1838, but only ran to a few 

issues. The best, and the longest-lasting, 

was, of course, Bradshaw’s Guide. The 

first edition, first entitled Bradshaw’s Rail-

way Timetable, then Bradshaw’s Railway 

Companion, was compiled by George 

Bradshaw. It was first published in Octo-

ber 1839 and continued until 1848. In 

1841, a separate booklet, Bradshaw’s 

Guide, was published, this being the direct 

ancestor of the Guide that continued until 

1961. Bradshaw’s Guide through its com-

prehensiveness and reputation for accura-

cy, quickly gained an important role in 

British and Irish life for more than 120 

years. Its name spun off into imitators 

around the world, of which the longest 

lasting were Newman’s Indian Bradshaw 

(only recently ceased) and Bradshaw’s 

Guide to Victoria 1856 to 1942. Brad-

shaw’s Guide also included timetables for 

all railways in Ireland, even after partition 

in 1921, until 1939. Thereafter, only abbre-

viated timetables were included until the 

end of Bradshaw. 

There were many other non-railway pub-

lished timetables. Most cities and major 

towns in Britain had their own timetables. 

Sometimes these were published by the 

local newspaper. Often these took the form 

of a combined timetable and diary. This 

was a good marketing move, as users 

bought a new one each month, and, more 

importantly, advertisers paid for new ad-

vertisements. The usual format of these 

local timetables was to commence with 

detailed schedules of the town’s railways, 

tramways and buses, detailed timetables 

for nearby areas, then an ABC type listing 

of long-distance services. By “ABC list-

ing”, I mean that, for let’s say Worcester, 

the timetable had a summary of Worcester 

to Aberdeen, followed by Worcester to 

Bath, Worcester to Birmingham, Worces-

ter to Bradford and so on. 

One of the best of these local ABC type 

timetables, unsurprisingly, was Brad-

shaw’s Manchester ABC Railway Guide. 

This partially re-used tables from the main 
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Bradshaw Guide. 

The most well-known and longest lasting 

of these was, in fact, called the ABC 

Guide, and was based on London. This had 

detailed timetables for London suburban 

lines of all companies, later expanded to 

take in all of SE England. It also included 

fares. This was a very complicated task in 

Britain, especially in later years. Fares 

were not contained in Bradshaw and most 

railway company timetables. This was 

followed by an ABC type listing of ser-

vices from and to London to almost all 

places in Britain. The ABC company later 

expanded into the ABC Air Guide. This 

became bigger and more important to them 

than the ABC Rail Guide. Because of this, 

the ABC company was taken over by the 

other major publisher of English-language 

air timetables, OAG in the United States. 

OAG stands for Official Air Guide. So, to 

suit a misguided corporate image, in its last 

few years, the ABC Rail Guide was re-

named to the truly stupid name of OAG 

Rail Guide. In its last few years the ABC/

OAG Guide summarised train services for 

all Britain. The ABC/OAG Rail Guide 

lasted from 1853 until 2007. 

There were other railway timetables. Mur-

ray’s Timetable was a long-lasting and 

well-regarded railway timetable for Scot-

land. It was published from 1843 until 

1966. For at least some of its existence, it 

had two editions. One was centred on 

Glasgow, and the other on Edinburgh. 

Reid’s Newcastle Railway Guide, based on 

Newcastle NE England, was also long-

lasting and well-regarded. 

There were also attempts by others to pub-

lish a national timetable to rival Bradshaw. 

Early examples included Chapmans Rail-

way Guide, Cassells Timetables, and, in 

Scotland, Grays Time Tables. The Easifind 

Railway Timetable was described in the 

Times a couple of years ago. None of these 

succeeded in the long term. 

The Grouping Era 1923 to 1947 

The 1923 consolidation of the 120 or so 

railway companies into four large compa-

nies obviously eased the problem of having 

many railway timetables. The four new 

companies, often called the “Big Four” 

were, in order of size from the largest: 

 London, Midland and Scottish Railway 

(LMS) 

 London and North Eastern Railway 

(LNER) 

 Great Western Railway (GWR) 

 Southern Railway (SR). 

The LMS and LNER were both giant com-

panies, among the biggest companies in 

the world at that time. The LMS, LNER 

and SR were all consolidations of various 

prior major railway companies. Bringing 

different companies into one organisation 

had problems. Often these companies had 

hitherto been commercial rivals. Almost 

always, they had done things in different 

ways. The Great Western Railway was 

different. The “new” GWR was merely an 

expansion of the “old” GWR. That is, there 

was one dominant company which had 

merely taken over the Cambrian Railway 

and a number of smaller companies mainly 

in South Wales. The GWR was therefore 

the only British railway company which 

had an existence both before and after the 

Grouping, the only one with a continuous 

existence from 1835 to 1947. (This is one 

of the reasons why people, even today, 

remember the GWR with affection. Other 

reasons are that the GWR had only a small 

commuter traffic, but a large traffic to 

holiday resorts, and therefore people asso-

ciated the GWR not with the daily grind of 

going to work, but with holidays; and that 

during the Grouping era, the GWR had 

much better financial results than the other 

companies in the Big Four.) 

If we consider not the overall size of the 

Big Four companies, but instead the statis-

tic of their passenger load – which is what 

we are interested in for this article, the 

companies appeared in a different order, 

because the Southern Railway had a heavy 

commuter load in the London area. On this 
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measure, the railways were usually in this 

order: 

 London, Midland and Scottish Railway 

(LMS) 

 London and North Eastern Railway 

(LNER) 

 Southern Railway (SR) 

 Great Western Railway (GWR). 

The four companies adopted differing 

approaches to their Public timetables. 

The London, Midland and Scottish Rail-

way (LMS) produced an all-system Public 

timetable book. This was an enormous 

size. A copy sighted dated 5 July 1937 is 

648 pages, plus covers. The pages measure 

11.5 x 7 inches (29 x 19 cm). Yet this mas-

sive tome did not include London suburban 

services! Strangely, this edition, 14 years 

after the Grouping, is still arranged into 

sections according to the pre-Grouping 

railway companies. It included ten elabo-

rately-drawn, beautiful, fold-out maps of 

the LMS system and connections. 

A nice, usable small-size book was also 

published detailing all the LMS services in 

Scotland. This was published by Murray, 

as a sub-set of their main timetable. Pre-

sumably the LMS also published other 

small local timetable books. 

The London and North Eastern Railway 

(LNER), similarly, published a massive all

-system timetable. An edition of 14 July 

1924, soon after the Grouping, was 632 

pages, plus covers. The page size appears 

to be about the same as the LMS timetable 

book. It too had elaborate maps of the 
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system. An edition of 4 July 1938 was 534 

pages, plus covers. These books did not 

include London suburban services. 

The LNER in 1938 also published three 

conveniently-sized timetable booklets 

covering the London suburban area, and 

eight small timetable booklets covering 

other parts of the country that it served. 

Given the local timetable booklets pub-

lished by the LNER, and presumably the 

LMS, on the one hand, and Bradshaw’s 

Guide covering the entire country, in one 

convenient-sized book, one wonders what 

was the point of the massive LNER and 

LMS system books. Perhaps they were 

mainly used in such places as station en-

quiry offices. 

The Great Western Railway (GWR), simi-

larly, published a timetable book covering 

their entire system. However, given that 

this was a significantly smaller railway, 

especially for passenger services, the 

GWR’s system timetable book was of a 

manageable size. An edition of 18 July 

1932, for example, was 232 pages, plus 

covers. It also included an attractive fold-

out map of the GWR system. In addition, 

the GWR published six small timetable 

booklets covering different parts of their 

system and a free summary timetable of 

“Principal Train Services”. 

The Southern Railway (SR) adopted a 

completely different approach. In fact, it 

never published a system-wide Public 

timetable. In 1923, instead of an all-system 

timetable, as would have been expected, 

the SR continued to publish three Public 

timetable books, each one corresponding to 

the three major companies which had 

amalgamated to form the SR. Next year, 

1924, the SR adopted a completely differ-

ent format. The SR contracted with Brad-

shaw’s Guide to provide its Public timeta-

ble. The SR timetable now consisted of the 

appropriate pages extracted from Brad-

shaw’s Guide detailing SR trains, with a 
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timetable went from being a massive, al-

most unmanageable tome, to a small, easi-

ly carried book. The downside, of course, 

was the loss of some general information, 

the loss of detailed system maps, the loss 

of generously laid pages, and, perhaps 

most of all, the loss of distinctiveness. 

From 1941, the LMS also took this ap-

proach. Now too, the LMS Public timeta-

ble was merely the appropriate pages ex-

tracted from Bradshaw. The edition of 6 

October 1947, for example, was 402 pages. 

The pages were a convenient 6.25 x 4.5 

inches (or 16 x 12 cm) – very easy to carry 

around on your travels. No doubt the pub-

lishers of Bradshaw’s Guide were very 

pleased with this extra business. This de-

 

few pages of general information about the 

SR added at the beginning and end. Pre-

sumably this was a very profitable business 

for Henry Blacklock and Company, the 

publishers of Bradshaw’s Guide. The SR 

continued with this method of providing 

their timetable until the end of SR upon 

nationalisation on 1 January 1948. 

In 1939 the LNER made a complete turna-

round in the production of their Public 

timetable. The LNER now adopted the 

same idea as the SR. That is, the LNER 

Public timetable now consisted of the ap-

propriate LNER pages extracted from 

Bradshaw’s Guide, with the addition of a 

few pages of general information about the 

LNER. In other words, the LNER Public 
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velopment did mean that now the three big-

gest, in passenger terms, British railway 

timetables were now all extracts from the 

same national timetable, and now all looked 

the same. 

The GWR, which often had a reputation for 

doing things differently, continued to publish 

their own Public timetable. Wartime issues 

were slimmed down losing much of the gen-

eral information and losing the attractive fold

-out system map. A 1942 edition carried the 

following notice on many pages: “The whole 

of the train, steamer and road services also 

restaurant cars and sleeping cars shewn [sic] 

in this time table are subject to alteration or 

cancellation at short notice.” 

The GWR continued to publish its own Pub-

lic timetable right to the end. The final edi-

tion prior to nationalisation, 6 October 1947, 

restored most of the general information 

sections, and, in particular, also included 

once again, the very nice, fold-out, system 

map. It was if the GWR decided to go out 

with a great flourish. 

Nationalised Era 1948—1994/7 

It might have been thought that with the 

establishment of British Railways (BR) from 

1 January 1948 there would now be one 

official Public timetable covering the whole 

country. Not so. 

BR was originally organised on a Regional 

basis. Initially, each Region had a high de-

gree of autonomy. The six new Regions were 

Scotland (formed from the Scottish lines of 

the LMS and the LNER), London Midland 

(the former English and Welsh lines of the 

LMS), North Eastern (the former NE dis-

trict of the LNER which also had had a 

high degree of autonomy), Eastern (the 

former Southern district of the LNER), 

Western (the former GWR), and the South-

ern (the former SR). The North Eastern 

Region was later merged with the Eastern 

Region. 

From 1948 the six new Regions of BR all 

published their own Public timetable 

books. According to Catalogues 52 and 60 

of Robert Humm, the largest British rail-

way book dealer, all six adopted the idea 

of using the appropriate pages extracted 

from Bradshaw’s Guide. For the London 

Midland Region and North Eastern Region 

this only lasted a short time, until 1950. 

Apparently these Regions then published 

their own timetables. In 1954 and 1955 the 

other four Regions followed and also did 

this. Most of these larger regional TTs, 

except, at first, NE (Tingleys) and LM 

were printed by Henry Blacklock & Co. 
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eventual successors to Bradshaw, (their address 

being Bradshaw House, Manchester, of course! 

George Bradshaw and Henry Blacklock had 

been partners in the original firm.) When Brad-

shaw adopted the larger format of the regional 

TTs in 1955, doubtless it used the same pages 

for its own publication. Blacklock’s were still 

printing the BR regional TTs until at least 1965. 

From 1974, British Railways finally started an 

all-Britain Public timetable book. This was, of 

course, of massive size. In addition, there were a 

huge number of local timetable pamphlets. 

How did Bradshaw react to these develop-

ments? Bradshaw had the reputation for 

comprehensiveness as well as accuracy. 

However, it was often the subject of 

jokes [our page 2]. This was exacerbat-

ed by its small page size of 6.25 x 4.5 

inches (16 x 12 cm) meaning the type 

size was small. From June 1955, there-

fore, Bradshaw increased its page size. 

It was now 9 x 6 inches (23 x 15 cm). 

This meant it was now much more legi-

ble, but far less portable. 

Bradshaw finally gave up and published 

its last edition in May 1961. Right to 

the end it maintained its quality. The last 

edition included a 32 page supplement of 

last minute alterations. 

There was therefore a period of 13 years, 

1961 to 1974, where there was no national 

timetable. 

Privatisation Era – Post 1994/97 

British Railways was broken up and privat-

ised in stages from 1994 to 1997. Perhaps 

this era, close to our own time - is the most 

unsatisfactory. The new Train Operating 

Companies, as they are called, publish lots 

of Public timetables. However, they are 

usually only for one line or group of lines. 

This makes them very hard to collect or to 

use for planning or to get an overview. At 

first, some TOCs, such as Scotrail, also 

published a system timetable book. How-

ever, this currently seems not to happen. 

The new infrastructure controller, original-

ly Railtrack, now Network Rail, was 

obliged by the privatisation legislation to 

continue to publish a National Public time-

table. It did so, perhaps reluctantly, both in 

hard copy, and on the internet. In 2007 it 

claimed that demand for the hard copy 

version had declined to the extent that it 

was no longer viable. The final volume 

was 3184 pages, plus covers. The page size 

was 21 x 14 cm. The cost was £12. Loose 

network maps were inserted. So, the hard 

copy official timetable and the OAG Rail 

Guide both ceased at about the same time. 

Network Rail continues to produce the 

National timetable, but now only on the 

internet. The PDFs are somewhat incon-

veniently available at 

www.networkrail.co.uk/running-the-

railway/timetabling/electronic-national-rail

-timetable/ 

Despite Network Rail’s claim that a hard 

copy is no longer viable, others disagree. 

For a number of years after NR ceased to 

issue the national timetable, HM Stationery 

Office issued a National Timetable in 

bright yellow covers, using the NR data-

base. This started in 2008, in theory in 

competition with Middleton. Middleton 

Press, a publisher of railway books, also 

stepped in. Since 2008, Middleton has 

downloaded National Rail’s PDFs, added 

in the latest updates, and published them in 

hard copy under the title Train Times. 

They did reduce the page size to make the 

book more portable squeezing two PDF 

pages into one hard copy page. So, the 

2008 edition, for example was 1392 pages, 

and on thin paper. It does have to be said 

that it is hard to read. This edition cost 

£15. So committed to the project was the 

owner of Middleton Press that he changed 

his name from Vic Mitchell to Vic Brad-

shaw-Mitchell! 

Middleton Press apparently grew increas-
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ingly frustrated at dealing with these Na-

tional Rail PDFs, and especially with de-

lays in receiving updates. Hence, from 

2016 he adopted a different approach. 

While maintaining the Comprehensive 

Train Times (see 

www.middletonpress.co.uk/railtimes/comp

-rail-times-for-great-britain-winter.html), 

he started also publishing an Abbreviated 

Train Times. The Abbreviated Train Times 

consisted of the British pages of the Euro-

pean Rail Timetable. This provided a nice 

portable book. But this experiment has not 

succeeded. The last Abbreviated Train 

Times was published in December 2017. 

Perhaps users realised that they could pay 

£10 for this British rail timetable, or could 

pay £19 for the whole European Rail 
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Timetable and receive the entire rest of the 

world as well. 

Middleton Press apparently still has trouble 

receiving the latest information from Na-

tional Rail, because the latest edition of the 

Comprehensive Train Times, with the 

timetables of December 2017, did not ap-

pear until January 2018. Given the size of 

this timetable, it is of limited print run, but 

Mr. Bradshaw-Mitchell considers the ven-

ture to be “an important issue for posteri-

ty.” It now costs £26 plus postage (£17 to 

Australia). 

Sources 

This article has drawn on the collection of 

British Public timetables in the author’s 

possession. Originals were obtained from 

all eras by purchases from book dealers, 

from the ATA grab table or sales service, 

and from gifts. In addition, a number of 

British railway publishers have over the 

years, produced very worthwhile facsimile 

reproductions of old British Public timeta-

bles, both those issued by the railway com-

panies, and old Bradshaws. These publish-

ers include David and Charles, Ian Allan, 

Oxford Publishing and Dragonwheel. Be-

tween them these publishers covered a lot 

of the pre-Grouping railway companies. 

These reproductions often appear in 

booksellers’ sales list. Collectors who 

collect timetables because they like origi-

nals should therefore be wary of this. On 

the other hand, those who collect because 

they like the information contained will 

warmly welcome the reproductions. The 

reproductions are therefore listed below. 

Then, an individual called Geoffrey Hoyle 

in Carnousite, Scotland, produced good 

photocopies of all significant pre-Grouping 

companies not already covered. I believe 

that the Hoyle photocopies are not general-

ly available any more, so they are not 

listed below. Some of the publishers, and 

the LNER Society (on CD) have even 

produced reproductions of big Public time-

tables of the post-Grouping era. Also very 

useful for this article has been information 

contained in two old catalogues of railway 

timetables offered for sale by railway book 

dealer, Robert Humm (catalogue numbers 

52 and 60). 

Comment on this article –Letter to Editor, 

Facebook, Return to Contents Page 

mailto:thetimes@austta.org.au
https://www.facebook.com/AustralianTimetableAssociation/
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RAILWAY ORIGINAL DATE PUBLISHER

London & North Western Oct-21 Oxford

Midland June 1860 Turntable Publications

Midland Jul-02 Ian Allan

North Eastern May 1891 Dragonwheel

Great Central Jul-03 Ian Allan

Hull & Barnsley Oct-21 Dragonwheel

Great Western June 1865 Oxford

Great Western Jan-02 Ian Allan

Cambrian (PTT and WTT) Jul-04 Oxford

London & South Western Jun-14 Ian Allan

London, Brighton & South Coast Jun-12 Ian Allan

RAILWAY ORIGINAL DATE PUBLISHER

London & North Eastern 14-Jul-24 LNER Society (on CD)

London & North Eastern 4-Jul-38 LNER Society (on CD)

Great Western 18-Jul-32 Oxford

Great Western 6 October 1947 (last before nationalisation)Oxford

Southern 6 October 1947 (last before nationalisation)Ian Allan

ORIGINAL DATE OF TIMETABLE PUBLISHER

March 1850 Peter Kay / Middleton Press

Feb 1863 Peter Kay

? 1866 Middleton Press

August 1887 David and Charles

Dec 1895 Middleton Press

Apr-10 David and Charles

Jul-22 David and Charles

Jul-38 David and Charles

A reproduction of the April 1859 ABC Railway Guide  was published by the ABC Guides.

APPENDIX: REPRODUCTIONS OF BRITISH RAILWAY PUBLIC TIMETABLES

POST-GROUPING RAILWAY PUBLIC TIMETABLES (POST 1923)

REPRODUCTIONS OF BRADSHAW’S GUIDES

 (except Mr Hoyle’s photocopies)

PRE-GROUPING RAILWAY COMPANIES (PRE 1923)

Times page Railway Year Page Times page Railway Year Page

p02 Punch_Bradshaw p11 upper Bradshaw 1939 p xvi

p03 GWR 1842 p14 lower Green Guide 1940 p40 

p04 GWR 1865 cover p14 upper Holdaways 1923 pp20-21

p05 GWR 1865 3rd class p15 lower Bradshaw ABC 1961 pp107-8?

p06 lower MR 1860 Excursions p15 upper Worcester 1966 pp22-23

p06 upper MR 1860 cover p16 ABC 1859 p56

p07 lower LC&D 1861 p10 (part) p17 lower LNER(NE) 1938 Table 157

p07 upper LC&D 1861 Cover p17 upper OAG 2002 Table 84

p08 lower H&B 1921 Cover p18 lower LNER(NE) 1938 Tables 119&150

p08 upper L&NWR 1892 p67 top half p18 upper LNER 1938 Cover

p09 lower H&B 1921 p5 upper p19 lower GWR 1947 p6 upper

p09 upper H&B 1921 p2 p19 upper Bradshaw 1938 Table 74

p10 lower left Bradshaw 1895 Cover p20 upper SCOTR 1985 p28 upper

p10 lower right Bradshaw 1895 p405 upper p21 lower NATR 2007 Table 75

p10 upper left L&SW 1856 Cover p21 upper leftNATRSuppl 2007 p1 (?)

p10, upper right L&SW 1856 Down Trains p21 upper rightRAIL_TIMES 2008 map

p22 RAIL_TIMES 2017 Tables 146-9

INDEX TO THE TIMETABLES DISPLAYED IN THE ARTICLE 




